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Why NASA successfully managed to
develop a complex system as the Apollo aircraft?

How teams of design engineers, programmers, 3rd party manufactures 
managed to work together?



Course Schedule and Logistics (1)

•Grading:
–30% team-project evaluated during the last course
–20% the same team-project evaluated during the
semester (80% from documentation)
–20% participation at labs (work in class +
homework)
–30% written final exam: open questions + multiple-
choice questions



Course Schedule and Logistics (2)
•Team-project: 

–The goal is to apply the SE methods and tools to a topic that fits your interest. 
–Details will be offered in a few weeks.
–Example of rq:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/5q0racrvb3wjm9w/RequirementsforSystemsEngineeringProject.docx?dl=0
–Model from previous years:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/vhi7v2yiqu2lvsr/Systems%20EngineeringProjectModel.rar?dl=0

•Participation at course:
–Instructor will randomly pick student names for class discussion: each positive 
interventions will be noted as bonus. 
–You have to read the papers/chapters indicated at each lecture, in order to be 
able to participate at future class discussions.
–If you don’t answer correctly, your class participation grade might decrease (-
bonus)

•Conditions for passing:
–Minimum 4,5 out of 10 in total
–Minimum 4,5 out of 10 at the project
–Minimum 4,5 out of 10 at labs
–Minimum 4.5 out of 10 at the exam 
–Minimum 6 presences at the course and other 6 at the lab



Course Schedule and Logistics (3)
•Course Materials

–Lecture notes: http://mariaiulianadascalu.com
–Moodle

The password to access the pdf materials: ondina
–Reference books:

•Kossiakoff, A., Sweet, W.N., Seymour, A.J., Biemer, S.M. - Systems
Engineering Principles and Practice, 2nd edition, Wiley Series in Systems
Engineering and Management, 2003
•Friedenthal, S., Moore, A., Steiner, R.A - Practical Guide to SysML, 2nd
edition, The MK/OMG Press, 2011
•Blanchard, B.S., Fabrycky W.J. - Systems Engineering and Analysis, 5th

edition, Prentice Hall, 2010
–Others:

•https://www.incose.org/
•SE for Dummies, IBM 

If problems, please send an e-mail to me (mariaiuliana.dascalu@gmail.com ) or to 
your lab assistant  with the following subject: [SE] [NAME] [PROBLEM]
Labs:
• English iulia.stanica@gmail.com, oanca.a.m@gmail.com
• French: iulia.stanica@gmail.com



Objectives of the Current 
Presentation

•What are systems?
•What is Systems Engineering (SE)?
•Why do we study SE?
•Why is SE useful for software systems?

•Make an introduction to SE
–Short history
–Principles
–Approaches
–Activities and documents
–Fields
–System life cycles models & SE method
–Software systems engineering
–What we’ll study during the next weeks



What are Systems?

•An integrated set of elements, subsystems, or
assemblies that accomplish a defined objective. These
elements include products (hardware, software,
firmware), processes, people, information, techniques,
facilities, services, and other support elements.
(International Council on SE - INCOSE SE Handbook)

•A set of interrelated components working together as
an integrated whole to achieve some common
objective. (SE Principles and Practice, A. Kossiakoff & all)

•A combination of interacting elements organized to
achieve one or more stated purpose.



What is Systems Engineering (SE)?
•Systems Engineering is an interdisciplinary approach and means
to enable the realization of successful systems. It focuses on
defining customer needs and required functionality early in the
development cycle, documenting requirements, then proceeding
with design synthesis and system validation while considering
the complete problem.

•Systems Engineering integrates all the disciplines and specialty
groups into a team effort forming a structured development
process that proceeds from concept to production to operation.
Systems Engineering considers both the business and the
technical needs of all customers with the goal of providing a
quality product that meets the user needs.

(International Council on SE - INCOSE SE Handbook)



A System Requiring SE is…

•an engineered product, which satisfies a specific
need

•a complex system: contains diverse components

•a system which uses advanced technology
(involving development risks and a high
production cost)



Examples of Systems Requiring SE
•Weather satellite
•Terminal air traffic 
control system
•Track location system
•Airline reservation 
system
•Clinical information 
system
•Electric power plant
•Passenger aircraft
•A modern car
•….

Source: SE for Dummies, IBM



Why do we study Systems 
Engineering?

•To make smart products
•instrumented - they adapt to
their environment in real time
•interconnected- connected to
the net and back-office/other
IT systems
•intelligent- using sensory
data, historical trends, user
profile information, they can
make predictions, optimize
outputs and customize user
experience

•To shift from a focus on cost or
performance to a focus on
innovation and change, cost and
performance — with software as
the foundation for differentiation

Source: SE Principles and Practice, A. 
Kossiakoff & all



Short
History
•Origins: after World War II
•SE is both a technical discipline and a
management discipline
•SE is 3-dimmensional: great technical breadth,
moderate technical depth and management
expertise
•The recognitions of SE as a profession has led
to the formation of a professional society, the
International Council on Systems Engineering
(INCOSE)



Machine Age vs. Systems Age



The Machine Age
•Reductionism: everything can be reduced, decomposed or disassembled to simple
indivisible parts
•Analytical thinking: take apart what is to be explained, explain the smaller parts, the
whole is the sum of the parts
•Mechanism: cause and effect, deterministic thinking, closed system thinking (ignore
the environment a phenomenon is in)
•Mechanization: industrial revolution (18th-19th century), machine substitute people
for physical work, dehumanization of work
The System Age
•Circa 1940s
•Supplementing the machine age thinking
•Expansionism (all objects and events are part of larger wholes, stochastic view of
systems: a stochastic system is one whose state is non-deterministic; the
subsequent state of a stochastic system is determined both by the system's
predictable actions and by a random element)
•Synthetic (system) thinking: explains smth in terms of its role in the larger system;
the whole is not equal with the sum of its parts
•Teleologically oriented: systems have purposes; more focuses on the human
aspect of the organization design and management



SE Principles

•Keep your eyes on the prize.
•Involve key stakeholders.
•Define the problem before assuming a solution.
•Break down the problem into manageable
chunks.
•Delay specific technology choices.
•Connect the dots between requirements and
design.
•Test early, test often.



SE Approaches for Systems 
Development

All the models include the same activities:
reqs specification and analysis, design,
implementation, integration, testing (unit,
integration, system, acceptance), but the
sequence and importance is different.



Waterfall model (1970, 
Royce) 



Iterative

•Agile is a form of iterative-incremental approach, as there is the same type of sequence of
activities. The iterations are very short (2 weeks -> 1 month).
•“Agile promises solutions it cannot deliver. It promotes sloppy requirements, hides the true
cost of development and prevents effective management. Contrary to what we're told to
expect, this leads to long-running projects, dissatisfied customers and IT ineffectiveness.”
(“Agile can solve anything” myth)



Spiral (Boehm, 1986)



The V-Model



SE Approaches for Systems 
Development

•When choosing a development model one must take into
consideration the size, the urgency and the resources of the
project.

•Waterfall model is better suited for small, static, low complexity
systems.

• Spiral model is intended for large, expensive and complicated
projects.

•The V-Model comprises all the possible cases, and can also
engulf all the previous mentioned models; it adds traceability to
the system development



SE Activities and Documents



SE Fields
•Management
•Engineering
•Operation analysis
•Architectures
•Modeling
•Simulation
•…..

Source: Systems Engineering Principles and Practice, Kossiakoff&all



Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)

Source: http://www.criticaltools.com/wbschartprosoftware.htm



Gantt Chart

Source: https://www.projectmanager.com/gantt-chart



System Life Cycles Models

•Department of Defense (DoD) Acquisition
Management Model (DoD 5000.2)

•International ISO/IEC 15288 Model

•National Society of Professional Engineers
(NSPE) Model

•SE Life Cycle Model proposed by Kossiakoff&all



Department of Defense (DoD) 
Acquisition Management Model 

(DoD 5000.2)

Source: Operation of the Defense Acquisition System, USA Department of Defense, 2008



International ISO/IEC 15288 Model
• The primary processes: 



The NSPE Model

•Tailored to the development of commercial 
systems
•Partitioned into 6 stages:

–Conceptual
–Technical feasibility
–Development
–Commercial validation & product preparation
–Full-scale production
–Product support



SE Life Cycle Model
•Partitioned into 3 stages and 
8 distinct phases:
•Concept development 

–Needs analysis
–Concept exploration
–Concept definition

•Engineering development:
–Advanced development
–Engineering design
–Integration and 
evaluation

•Post development:
–Production
–Operations and support

Source: SE Principles and Practice, A. Kossiakoff & all

•Inputs and outputs 
between processes:



SE Life Cycle Model – Concept 
Development Stage

•Corresponds to the DoD activ. of material solution analysis and technology development
•Objectives: 

•Establish that there is a need and market for a new system
•Explore potential systems concepts and formulate/validate a set of system performance requirements
•Select the most attractive system concept, define its functional characteristics
•Develop any new technology and think how to validate its capability to meet the reqs

Is there a need for a new system?
Is there a practical approach to satisfy such a need?



SE Life Cycle Model – Engineering 
development Stage

Corresponds to the DoD Engineering and Manufacturing Development and part of the Production and 
Deployment
Objectives:
• Develop a prototype system which satisfies the reqs of performance, reliability, maintainability



SE Life Cycle Model –
Postdevelopment Stage

•Production: 
–develops tools and builds system products
–provides the system to the users
–facilitates initial operations

•Operations and Support:
–support maintenance
–develops updates

Corresponds partially to the Dod Production and deployment phase and to the 
Operations&Support phase.

Begins after the system passes test&evaluation phase (acceptance testing) and 
it is released for production and operational use.





Other life cycle models
•Research projects:

–Research opportunity
–Research proposal
–Contract
–Management Plan
–Status Report
–Completion

•IT projects:
–Initiation
–Planning and resources 
acquisition
–Design & 
implementation
–Errors’ fixing and 
installation
–Evaluation & 
maintenance



SE Method
•There are specific
activities which repeat
from one phase to
another in the system
life cycle => SE method

–Requirements
analysis
–Functional
definition
–Physical definition
–Design validation

Source: Systems Engineering Principles and Practice, Kossiakoff&all



SE Method over System Life Cycle



Evolutionary Characteristics of the 
Development Process of a System (1)
•A new system may be developed from an existent
one

•A system is materialized from an abstract need to
a set of actual components through the entire life-
cycle

•The structure of the system development team
changes during the life-cycle

•The set of requirements and specification change
during the life-cycle



Evolutionary Characteristics of the 
Development Process of a System (2)



Types of System Development
•Need-driven
development:

–a serious deficiency
in a current system
designed to meet an
important
operational need is
discovered

•Technology-driven
development:

–a technological
development
promises a major
advance over
available systems in
satisfying a need



Concept of Operations
•mission descriptions, with success criteria
•relationships with other systems or entities
•information sources and destinations
•other relationships or constraints
Operational Scenario
•Mission objectives
•System architecture
•Physical environment in which the scenario takes place
•Competition: elements that are directly opposed to your mission success 
•General sequence of events
Types of Requirements
•Operational: describe the overall objectives of the system
•Functional: describe the tasks that the system should perform during its
operation
•Physical: describe appearance, volume, weight, power, other general
constrains of the system
•Performance: should provide minimal numerical thresholds for the capabilities
of the system



Some conclusions so far…
•SE tells us how a system functions and behaves overall, how it
interfaces with its users and other systems, but also how to apply
various engineering disciplines.

•SE gives us a structural approach to system development.

•The final result of SE activities are smart systems: instrumented,
interconnected and intelligent.

•A system engineer is a good problem solver and should welcome
challenges, a well grounded technical, a analytic & systematic
person, but also a creative one, a superior communicator, with
leadership and management skills.



Software Systems Engineering
•Systems that are composed entirely of software
are often considered "just" software projects,
not system projects, and no effort is expended
to develop a systems engineering approach.

• A code-centric approach is not enough. 

•This neglect of the systems aspects of software
product development has contributed to the so-
called long-running software crisis (Software's
Chronic Crisis; Scientific American; September
1994).



Long-Running Software Crisis

“The major cause of the software crisis is that the
machines have become several orders of
magnitude more powerful! To put it quite bluntly:
as long as there were no machines, programming
was no problem at all; when we had a few weak
computers, programming became a mild
problem, and now we have gigantic computers,
programming has become an equally gigantic
problem.”

Edsger Dijkstra, The Humble Programmer (EWD340), 
Communications of the ACM



Around the middle of the 20th century there was a critical point reached
in which the software development process was surpassed by the
complexity of hardware systems: smaller and smaller physical elements
begin to require more and more code lines.

Without a definite development structure, a more organized approach,
the software lacked efficiency and every project ended up failing,
surpassing its deadline, budget or being abandoned: the software
component of every system proved to be the weak link of the project.

Airport luggage systems, NASA projects, hotel booking systems and
many more have been to be proven disastrous attempts due to bugs in
the software components.

A very important issue: for each project the software engineers had
always to start from scratch. The idea of software reuse has only been
thought of later on.



SE efforts reduce cost and schedule 
overrun. Why? 

Source: CN Bodea, MI Dascalu - IT Risk Evaluation Model Using Risk Maps and Fuzzy
Inference, International Journal of Information Technology Project Management (IJITPM) ,
vol. 1 (2), pp. 79-97, 2010

They reduce risks early 
(see the Risks Propagation 
Map in Software Projects’ 

Life Cycle)



Risk and Effort throughout System 
Life Cycle



Activities of Complex Software SE

•Requirements analysis (problem definition)
–System needs are captured from the market,
business strategy, customers & other sources
–Synthesized from captured needs

•Architectural software design (solution analysis)
•Process planning
•Implementation
•Process control
•Verification, validation, and testing



Managing Complexity 
with Models

•System models allow you to capture complexity at many different
levels.

•If you can develop relatively inexpensive ways of designing,
testing, and verifying your system before you go and build it, you
can save a lot of time and money.

•Models capture both the structure (architecture) and behaviour
(functionality) of a system, illustrating relationships and
interactions.

•SysML (based on UML) is the standard language for modelling
systems and systems-of-systems.



What we’ll study during the next 
weeks

•More about System Life Cycles Models & SE 
Method
•Technical project management
•Requirements management
•Risk management
•Quality management
•Modeling systems with SysML
•Invited guest lectures

…..


